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Abstract. Speech consists of voiced and unvoiced segments that dif-
fer in their production process and exhibit different characteristics. In
this paper, we investigate the spectral differences between bonafide and
spoofed speech for voiced and unvoiced speech segments. We observe that
the largest spectral differences lie in the 0-4 kHz band of voiced speech.
Based on this observation, we propose a low-complexity, pre-processing
stage which subsamples voiced frames prior to spoofing detection. The
proposed pre-processing stage is applied to two systems, LFCC+GMM
and IA/IF+KNN that differ entirely on the features and classifier used
for spoofing detection. Our results show improvement with both systems
in detection of the ASVspoof 2019 A17 voice conversion attack, which
is recognized to have one of the highest spoofing capabilities. We also
show improvements in the A18 and A19 voice conversion attacks for
the IA/IF+KNN system. The resulting A17 EERs are lower than all re-
ported systems where the A17 spoofing attack is the worst attack except
the Capsule Network. Finally, we note that the proposed pre-processing
stage reduces the speech date by more than 4× due to subsampling and
using only voiced frames but at the same time maintaining similar pooled
EER as that for the baseline systems, which may be advantageous for
resource constrained spoofing detectors.

Keywords: Spoofing detection · Speech processing· Computer security· Voice
bio-metric

1 Introduction

Traditionally, usernames and passwords are used for authentication. However,
handling usernames and passwords securely has been proven to be difficult and
compromised passwords have lead to many security breaches. The burden of us-
ing passwords can be eliminated by using biometric authentication. For example,
finger prints, retina scans or voice prints can be used as input for authentication.

Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) systems are popular as a low-cost and
flexible technology for biometric authentication. However, even these systems
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are known to be vulnerable to spoofing which can be classified into attacks via
impersonation, replay, speech synthesis, twins, and voice conversion [1]. Among
these, replay, speech synthesis, and voice conversion remain threats due to the
availability of successful open-source tools for generating high-quality spoofed
speech which can be used in a targeted attack [2].

Countermeasures to detect spoofed speech and thus prevent an attack, are in
active development and the ASVspoof challenge, initiated in 2015, has assisted
with advancing the research through organized trials and evaluations [3]. Most
developed methods perform feature extraction in the frequency domain using
filter banks to obtain sub-band spectral features. The features are analysed using
sophisticated classifiers such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) or Deep Neural
Networks (DNN), and the best performing systems use a number of classifiers
in combination, i.e. ensemble classifier. There have been significant advances in
spoofing detection to the point where top-performing systems evaluated using
the ASVspoof 2019 dataset report pooled min-tandem-Decision Cost Function
(t-DCF) below 0.1 and Equal Error Rate (EER) below 3.5% (see [4]). Recently
12 state-of-the-art detection systems have been reported in [5] and evaluated
using the ASVspoof 2019 dataset. It was found that the most successful spoofing
attacks are A08 (most successful for 2 systems), A17 (most successful for 9
systems), and A18 (most successful for 1 system). Attack A08 is speech synthesis
and attacks A17 and A18 are voice conversion. However, state-of-the-art systems’
performance against the worst ASVspoof 2019 attacks have an average EER of
12.94% [5]. Of the 9 systems reporting A17 as the worst attack, the average EER
is 14.2% with Capsule Network reporting 3.76% EER [5]. Thus for some specific
attacks, detection accuracy is still lacking.

The speech signal is composed of voiced and unvoiced segments that differ
by the production mechanism and characteristic features [6]. These segments are
separately used for many speech processing applications due to the difference in
the type and depth of information contained in these segments. For example, the
speaker-specific unique information can be found much in voiced segments due
to vocal cord vibration and so on [7]. In general, spoofing attacks are applied
to the entire speech signal without considering separately voiced and unvoiced
segments and hence the location and level of artefacts vary with these segments.

In this paper, we investigate the spectral differences between human (bonafide)
and spoofed speech for voiced and unvoiced speech segments. When compar-
ing spectra of bonafide and spoofed speech, we find the largest differences lie
in voiced segments in the 0-4 kHz band. With this observation, we propose a
low-complexity pre-processing stage which subsamples voiced frames prior to
spoofing detection. We evaluate this novel pre-processing stage using different
detection systems. The core contribution of this work is the insight that voiced
and unvoiced speech segments contribute very differently to the task of spoofing
detection.

Our specific contributions are as follows:

– We show that voiced speech segments are more useful for spoofing detection
than unvoiced speech segments. We also describe the distribution of infor-
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mation for spoofing detection over frequency bands in voiced and unvoiced
speech segments.

– We propose a low-complexity pre-processing stage which subsamples only
voiced frames prior to spoofing detection. This pre-processing stage reduces
the amount of necessary data by a factor of 4 while maintaining overall
detection accuracy (similar pooled EER).

– We show that this pre-processing stage can be combined with different ex-
isting spoofing detection systems.

– We show an improvement in the detection accuracy for the challenging
ASVspoof 2019 A17 voice conversion attack using two different detection
systems together with the novel pre-processing stage. We also show improve-
ments for the A18 and A19 voice conversion attacks in some settings.

This paper is organized as follows. The details of the ASVspoof database used
for conducting experiments are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide a brief
review of speech production focusing on voiced speech and place of articulation
as motivation for the investigation of using voiced speech for spoofing detection.
In Section 4, we present our observations on the spectral differences between
bonafide and spoofed speech for voiced and unvoiced segments. In Section 5,
we propose a pre-processing stage which takes as input the speech signal and
passes to the countermeasure a signal containing only voiced segments and in
Section 6 we provide detection results for two different countermeasures with
and without the pre-processing stage. Section 7 summarizes the works done in
spoofing detection and how our work differs from others. In Section 8, we discuss
the results paying close attention to the A17 attack which is considered the most
difficult attack to detect. Finally, in Section 9, we conclude the paper.

2 ASVspoof Challenge Dataset and Evaluation Metric

The ASVspoof challenge series was initiated in 2015 with the motivation of ad-
vancing spoofing detection and countermeasures. The first challenge was focused
on voice conversion and synthetic speech attacks while the second spoof chal-
lenge organized in 2017 concentrated on replay attacks as they are much easier to
generate without any technical expertise. The third spoof challenge took place in
2019 and considered speech synthesis, voice conversion, and replay attacks. The
fourth challenge organized recently in 2021 focused on discriminating between
genuine and spoofed or deepfake speech using ASVspoof 2019 database.

The ASVspoof 2019 challenge database consists of a logical access (LA) par-
tition containing voice conversion and speech synthesis examples in addition to
the physical access (PA) partition which contains replay examples. Each par-
tition contains training, development and evaluation subsets. The training and
development subsets are used for conducting experiments related to the devel-
opment of the detection model while the evaluation set is utilized for measuring
detection performance of the developed model. The training and development
subsets of LA contain 6 spoofing attacks which are considered as known attacks
and used for the construction of the detection model. The evaluation subset of
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LA has 11 unknown attacks to determine the efficiency of the developed model
on attacks that are unknown to the system or in other words on attacks that are
not used for training the model. In addition, each subset also contains examples
of human-produced speech. All speech examples, including the source utterances
for creating the spoofed speech, are taken from the VCTK corpus [8]. The utter-
ances consist of 107 speakers (46 male and 61 female) that are partitioned into
three disjoint subsets. Details of the database are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of the logical access partition of the ASVspoof 2019 challenge
database.

Database
attributes

Training
set

Development
set

Evaluation
set

Spoofing attack
algorithms

A01-A06 A01-A06 A07-A19

Spoofing
methods

TTS (4)
VC (2)

TTS (4)
VC (2)

TTS (6)
VC (2)

Hybrid (3)
Known
attacks

6 6
2 (A16=A04,

A19=A06)
Unknown
attacks

0 0 11

No. of genuine
samples

2580 2548 7355

No. of spoofed
samples

22800
(3800×6)

22296
(3716×6)

63882
(10647×6)

No. of male
speakers

8 4 21

No. of female
speakers

12 6 27

The training and development data sets are built using the same set of
spoofing attacks (A01-A06). Spoofing attacks A01 to A04 are based on Text-
to-Speech (TTS) methods while attacks A05 and A06 use voice conversion (VC)
methods. The attacks A01-A03 are neural network based TTS systems and at-
tack A04 does TTS using waveform concatenation method. The evaluation data
set consists of 13 spoofing attacks (A07-A19) out of which 2 attacks (A16 and
A19) are considered as known attacks and the remaining 11 spoofing attacks
are unknown attacks. Attacks A16 and A19 use the same spoofing techniques
as attacks A04 and A06 respectively. The unknown attacks consist of six TTS
based methods (A07-A12), two VC methods (A17 and A18) and three hybrid
models (A13-A15). The hybrid models use a combination of VC and TTS for
the generation of spoofed speech.

The following metrics are used for quantifying the detection performance of
spoofing detector.
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– Equal Error Rate (EER) - An ideal spoofing detector should flag spoofed
speech and pass genuine speech but in reality there is always some error
which is quantified using False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection
Rate (FRR).
False Acceptance Rate: It is the ratio of spoofed speech samples wrongly
classified as genuine speech and can be written as

FAR =
FP

FP + TN
(1)

where False Positive (FP) is the number of spoofed speech samples mis-
classified as genuine speech and True Negative (TN) denotes the number of
correctly identified spoofed speech samples.
False Rejection Rate: It is defined as the ratio of genuine samples misclassi-
fied as spoofed speech. FRR can be expressed as

FRR =
FN

FN+ TP
(2)

where True Positive (TP) is the correctly identified bonafide speech samples
and False Negative (FN) is the number of genuine speech samples misclassi-
fied as spoofed speech.
It is desirable to minimize both FAR and FRR for improving the efficiency
of detection systems. But adjusting the detection threshold to reduce either
of the errors harm the other. The detection threshold plot has a point where
both the error rates are equal and that common value is called the EER
which is considered a metric in ASV spoof 2019 challenge.

– tandem-Decision Cost Function: The EER metric is sufficient to quantify
the performance of a stand alone spoofing detector. But when this detector
is integrated into an ASV system, the impact of countermeasure on verifica-
tion performance cannot be evaluated by EER metric. In such scenario, the
t-DCF metric [9] measures the impact of spoofing and countermeasure on
the reliability of ASV system by combining the verification and spoofing er-
rors. The minimum normalized tandem-Decision Cost Function is expressed
in the form

t-DCFmin = min
Thr

{βPcmMISS(Thr) + PcmFAR(Thr)} . (3)

The parameter β depends on the spoofing prior and cost parameters and
on miss and false alarm rates of speaker verification. PcmMISS(Thr) and
PcmFAR(Thr) are the false alarm and miss rates of the counter measure at
threshold Thr.

For additional information, please see [10].

3 Brief Review of Speech Production

Speech is an acoustic wave produced by the air expelled from lungs which serves
as the excitation for the acoustic filter consisting of vocal and nasal tracts [6].
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The frequency spectrum of the excitation is shaped by the frequency selectivity
of these tracts. The vocal tract contains different sections called articulators that
play a crucial role in the generation of different sounds by shaping the airflow.
During speech production, the airflow is modulated according to the sound to be
generated by the movement of active articulators toward the passive articulators
which remain stationary throughout the process [11]. This relative placement
of articulators will create different types of constrictions for generating various
voiced (vowels) and unvoiced (plosives, consonants) sounds. The features of vocal
and nasal tracts change continuously with time and make speech radiated from
lips non-stationary.

The basic difference between voiced and unvoiced sound is due to the behav-
ior of vocal cords during sound production [6]. During vocal cord vibration, air
flowing from the lungs will be interrupted periodically by the vocal cords pro-
viding a series of pulses for excitation of the vocal tract which produces voiced
speech signals. Voiced speech is dominated by periodic pulses and a set of for-
mants which are peaks in the frequency spectrum due to the acoustic resonance
of vocal tract. These spectral peaks are in the low-frequency region and hence
the energy of voiced speech mostly lies below 4 kHz. When vocal cords remain
stationary, the vocal tract will have a random excitation and constriction by
different articulators and will generate unvoiced sound. These unvoiced sounds
are non-periodic, sounds random and their energy is mainly contained in re-
gion from 2-8 kHz [12]. The speech production mechanism is thus modelled as
a source excitation passing through a time-varying filter that corresponds to
the dynamic characteristics of vocal tract. The excitation is random noise for
unvoiced sounds and a series of pulses for voiced sounds which represents the
fundamental frequency in speech.

Spoofed speech is generated using TTS and VC techniques in order to change
the voice identity of speech to that of a target speaker to be perceived true
by humans and/or speaker verification systems. In ASVspoof 2019 challenge
database, the spoofed speech is generated using four TTS (A01-A04) and two
VC (A05-A06) spoofing attack algorithms for training and development sets and
by using ten TTS (A07-A16) and three VC (A17-A19) spoofing attack algorithms
for the evaluation set [13].

The spoofed speech generation using the TTS system converts the input text
to speech that feels like to be spoken by the target speaker. This process involves
conversion of text to linguistic features and then to acoustic features which are
used to generate the waveform of desired speech. The VC techniques change the
voice identity of speech without changing the linguistic content. When parallel
training data (utterances with the same linguistic content for both source and
target speakers) is available, the VC can be easily done using methods such as
dynamic time wrapping and spectral mapping [14, 15]. Due to the difficulty in
obtaining parallel training data, many VC methods are developed using non-
parallel training data. In all these methods, the input speech undergoes an in-
termediate transformation to remove the source speaker characteristics followed
by the addition of target speaker characteristics and reconstruction of speech.
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The various VC models include variational auto-encoder (A05 and A17),
GMM-UBM with speech source filter model (A06), i-vector Probabilistic Linear
Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) based transfer learning, and so on [13, 16]. The
spoofing attack A06 does VC for the generation of spoofed speech by mapping
the source-filter characteristics of input speech on a frame-by-frame basis to that
of the target speaker. The input audio signal is analyzed and the derived acoustic
features (Mel frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) and Linear Prediction
Cepstrum Coefficients (LPCC)) are modified to match the filter characteristics
with that of the target speaker and in order to produce the spoofed speech.
The spoofing attack A18 uses a transfer learning method to predict the i-vectors
of target speaker from the i-vectors of source speaker. The knowledge about
predicted i-vectors are used to generate the MFCCs of target speaker and thereby
for the production of spoofed speech. The attacks A05 and A17 use variational
auto-encoder for mapping the spectral features of input audio from source to
target speaker. The auto-encoder is trained to encode the incoming spectral
feature vectors to speaker independent vectors and then to decode them with the
characteristics for the target speaker. This is followed by a speech reconstruction
process in which attacks A05 and A17 differ.

The spoofing attack A17 uses direct waveform modification method for the
generation of target speech but the spoofing attack A06 uses WORLD vocoder.
In direct waveform modification, spectral details are preserved that help in pro-
ducing high-quality speech. The target speech waveform is generated in spoofing
attack A17 by passing the F0 transferred residual signal through a synthesis
filter designed for the target speaker using the converted spectral features. The
F0 transferred residual signal is sensitive to the spectral estimation error due to
the difficulty in modelling speaker characteristics which is a problem associated
with conversion models based on non-parallel training data. The interaction of
F0 transformed residual signal with inaccurately estimated spectrum will pro-
duce noise in the reconstructed speech. It is evident from the spectral plots of
source speech and target speech obtained using waveform modification method
given in [17] that spectral errors are prominent in the low-frequency region.

Motivated by the spectral estimation errors and the fact that speech (exclud-
ing silence) is dominated by voiced sounds that contain mainly low-frequency
components, use of these voiced segments may provide better features for dis-
criminating between genuine and spoofed speech generated using VC methods
based on direct waveform modification.

4 Spectral Differences in Voiced/Unvoiced Segments
from Human and Spoofed Speech

Initial work in detection of spoofed speech, extracted discriminating features
from the entire speech signal and using pre-trained models, classified speech sig-
nals as genuine or spoofed [18, 19]. Later work extracted features from specific
components of the decomposed speech signal which contained more discrimi-
nating information than the signal as a whole, in order to improve detection
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accuracy. For example, spoofing detectors based on specific words [20], based on
specific spectral bands [21, 22], or based on specific modes in Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD) have been investigated [23]. Speech signals are generally
composed of voiced, unvoiced, and silence segments [11]. Typically, little if any
discriminating features exist in silence segments and thus we focus on analyzing
unique discriminating features within voiced and unvoiced segments. To the best
of our knowledge spoofing detectors based on voiced or unvoiced segments have
not been investigated.

In order to analyze spectral differences in voiced and unvoiced segments
from genuine and spoofed speech, we choose from ASVspoof 2019 LA train-
ing sets A01-A04 (TTS), two male speakers (LA92 and LA95) and two female
speakers (LA79 and LA80). Next, we identified identical sentences from gen-
uine and spoofed speech for each speaker. Next, for each identical sentence
pair, we segmented phonemes according to voiced or unvoiced. Finally for each
voiced/unvoiced segment we computed the difference in magnitude spectra be-
tween the genuine and spoofed segment. For training sets A05-A06 (VC), iden-
tical sentences did not exist so we identified identical words from genuine and
spoofed speech for each speaker and proceeded as above with phoneme segmen-
tation and computation of the difference spectra. The difference spectra were
then averaged and are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1. Average difference (between bonafide and spoofed speech) magnitude spectra
for voiced segments from ASVspoof 2019 attacks A01 to A06. We observe a large, well-
defined spectral difference in the 0-4 kHz frequency band.

When comparing spectra of human (bonafide) and spoofed speech, we find
the largest differences lie in voiced segments over the 0-4 kHz band; smaller
differences exist in unvoiced segments over the 4-8 kHz band. From this obser-
vation, we find that we are able to accurately classify bonafide versus spoofed
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Fig. 2. Average difference (between bonafide and spoofed speech) magnitude spectra
for unvoiced segments from ASVspoof 2019 attacks A01 to A06. Unlike voiced speech
(Fig. 1), we observe an uneven spectral difference in the unvoiced speech, however,
most of the spectral difference lies in 4-8 kHz frequency band.

speech using only voiced speech segments from the 0-4 kHz band. When viewed
as a general pre-processing stage, we can show this technique, i.e. using only
voiced segments from 0-4 kHz, can be applied to various detectors including
Linear frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (LFCC)+GMM while maintaining sim-
ilar accuracy. By using only voiced segments and downsampling the signal to 4
kHz bandwidth, the data rate and hence computation can be reduced.

From Fig. 1 we observe differences in spectra for voiced segments in the 0-
4 kHz band where the largest differences are in the 0-1 kHz band. A simple
linear interpolation over 300-4000 Hz shows an approximate difference rate of
−17 dB/kHz. On the other hand, in the band from 4-8 kHz the spectral dif-
ference is minor. This suggests that for voiced segments, most of the spectral
discriminating features lie in 0-4 kHz band. From Fig. 2 we also observe differ-
ences in spectra for unvoiced segments but in the 4-8 kHz band. Furthermore,
these differences are not as great as in the voiced segments. Given these obser-
vations, in the next section we propose a pre-processing stage for which features
are extracted from voiced segments only.

5 Subsampling and Voiced Segmentation as a
Pre-Processing Stage

From our observations of the spectral differences in voiced segments from bonafide
and spoofed speech, we propose a pre-processing stage which takes as input the
speech signal and passes to the countermeasure a signal containing only voiced
segments. Furthermore, because most of the spectral difference in the voiced
segment lies in the 0-4 kHz band, we may subsample the signal by 2×. In the
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implementation, shown in Fig. 3, we first use 20 ms speech frames and a Zero
Crossing Rate (ZCR) detector to label the frames as voiced or unvoiced. We
subsample the speech signal by 2× and retain only the corresponding voiced
frames. The proposed pre-processing stage lowers the date rate approximately
by a factor of 4, i.e. removal of silence and unvoiced segments shortens the sig-
nal by approximately half and downsampling reduces the data by another half.
This reduction in data may be important in applications where low-complexity
spoofing detection is important, e.g. Personal Voice Assistants (PVAs).

Counter 
measure/
spoofing 
detection

Genuine
or 

Spoofed

Framing
20 ms

Framing
20 ms

Subsampling
2x 

Voiced/
unvoiced

Speech
signal

voiced

Pre-processing stage

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed pre-processing stage.

6 Spoofing Detection Results using Proposed
Pre-Processing Stage

In order to test the proposed pre-processing stage, we consider two detectors
which use different features and have results which are among the top perform-
ing systems, excluding ensemble systems, using the ASVspoof 2019 evaluation
set. We exclude neural networks and deep learning systems in order to focus
on the generalization of this approach as a pre-processing stage to conventional
systems. The first system uses LFCC features with a ML detector based on a
GMM [22] and the second system uses statistics of the Instantaneous Ampli-
tude (IA)/Instantaneous Frequency (IF) from Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs)
decomposed using EMD [24].

6.1 Brief Overview of Anti-Spoofing Systems used in this Work

The first system under consideration is the LFCC-based system proposed in [22].
The LFCC features are extracted from the entire speech signal spectrum using a
filter order of 70. The training and development sets of ASVspoof 2019 challenge
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are used to generate the LFCC features and to train the GMM using 1024
components. Classification uses ML estimation. For additional details on this
system, we refer the reader to [22]. As software for this system was unavailable,
we implemented our own version. Results of this system for ASVspoof 2019
evaluation set A07-A19 and pooled baseline results are given in the second row
of Table 2. Our implementation has a slightly higher EER (3.85%) than the
published result (3.51%) which may be due to the difference in the environment.

Framing

Feature extraction

FramingDEMODEMD

Voiced or 
Unvoiced

{xf(t)}

Feature Vector

{ak(t),ꙍk(t)}{φk(t)}Speech
signal 

x(t)

ISA

{akf(t),ꙍkf(t)}
V

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the EMD based feature vector creation for spoofing detection.

The second system under consideration is based on statistics of the IAs and
IFs from IMFs resulting from EMD as proposed in [24]. In this system shown
in Fig. 4, EMD is used to decompose the entire speech signal into IMFs. IMFs
are each demodulated in order to obtain the IAs and IFs. For each of the first
10 IMFs, we compute the statistics {µ, σ2, γ, κ} of the IA and IF resulting in
an 80 × 1 feature vector. We use a k-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) classifier to
determine whether the speech signal is bonafide or spoofed. For additional details
on this system, we refer the reader to [24]. Results of this system for ASVspoof
2019 evalaution set A07-A19 and pooled baseline results are given in the third
column of Table 2.

6.2 Results using Proposed Pre-Processing Stage

The proposed pre-processing stage can be viewed as a front-end to the anti-
spoofing countermeasure. This front-end subsamples the speech signal by 2×
and retains only those frames which have been classified as voiced. Since voiced
frames are approximately half of the speech signal (unvoiced and silence frames
are the other half), this front-end reduces the data presented to the counter-
measure by approximately 4× and hence lowers computation. The LFCC-GMM
detector with the proposed pre-processing stage gives a pooled EER and min-
t-DCF of respectively 3.99% and 0.10% which is slightly worse compared to the
baseline system’s EER and roughly the same for the min-t-DCF. While compar-
ing the performance for each individual attack (A7-A19), the proposed methods
improves the EER for 3 attacks (A12, A15, and A17); gives worse EER for 5
attacks (A10, A13, A14, A18, and A19); and nearly the same (within 0.05%)
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Table 2. The spoofing detection error metrics (%) for LFCC+GMM and IA/IF-KNN
systems using only voiced segments or the entire speech signal (baseline). Error rates in
red denote worse performance when using voiced segments, while those in blue denote
better performance when using voiced segments.

Spoofing attack
algorithms

Spoofing Detectors
LFCC-GMM
(Baseline)

LFCC-GMM
(Voiced)

IAIF-KNN
(Baseline)

IAIF-KNN
(Voiced)

A07 0.02 0.02 2.09 3.50
A08 0.00 0.02 2.09 3.50
A09 0.00 0.02 2.09 3.50
A10 12.74 14.89 2.09 3.50
A11 0.00 0.02 2.09 3.50
A12 1.87 1.77 2.09 3.50
A13 2.87 3.44 2.09 3.50
A14 0.00 0.76 2.09 3.50
A15 2.01 1.63 2.09 3.50
A16 0.02 0.02 2.09 3.50
A17 7.47 3.97 11.90 4.56
A18 0.04 2.73 10.15 4.46
A19 0.08 0.14 6.63 3.50

Pooled
tDCF

0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09

Pooled
EER

3.85 3.99 3.51 3.50

EER for 5 attacks (A7, A8, A9, A11 and A16) in comparison with the baseline
detection system. This is highlighted in Table 2 using red color for worse EER,
blue color for better EER, and black color for nearly the same EER.

The IA/IF-KNN detector with the proposed pre-processing stage gives a
pooled EER and min-t-DCF of respectively 3.50% and 0.09% which is roughly
the same compared to the baseline system’s EER and min-t-DCF. While compar-
ing the performance for each individual attacks (A7-A19), the proposed method
improves the EER for 3 attacks (A17, A18, and A19) and gives worse EER for
10 attacks (A7-A16) in comparison with the baseline detection system.

For the IA/IF-KNN system, all VC attacks (A17-A19) have lower EER with
the pre-processing stage than without it. For A17, A18, and A19 attacks, EER
is reduced to 4.56%, 4.46%, 3.50% from 11.90%, 10.15%, 6.63% respectively.

Of particular interest is attack A17 where we note that “...this method was
judged to have the highest spoofing capability in Voice Conversion Challenge
2018” [25]. More recently in [5] (see Table 3) A17 is generally considered the
worst attack with the best performing system (Capsule Network) reporting
an EER of 3.76% on this attack. For two systems in this work, EER is sub-
stantially improved to 3.97%, 4.56% from 7.47%, 11.90% respectively for the
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LFCC-GMM, IA/IF-KNN systems. With the exception of the Capsule Network
(LFCC+Deep Learning) which reports EER of 3.76% for A17, the systems in
this work with the pre-processing stage perform better than all the other sys-
tems, i.e. Res-TSSDnet (6.01%), ResNet18-LCML-FM (6.19%), LCNN-LSTM-
sum (9.24%), ResNet18-OC-Softmax (9.22%), ResNet18-AM-Softmax (13.45%),
ResNet18-GAT-T (28.02%), ResNet18-GAT-s (21.74%) and PC-DARTS (30.20%)
where the A17 attack is the worst attack [5]. Performance of these systems for
the A17 attack, may be improved with the proposed pre-processing stage.

7 Related work

The various LA spoofing detection methods developed differ by the front-end fea-
tures used to acquire discriminative information and by the back-end classifiers
used for generating the decision score based on which genuine/spoof speech clas-
sification is performed. The promising features used for spoofing detection are
especially but not limited to Constant-Q Cepstrum Coefficients (CQCC), LFCC,
MFCC, Inverse Mel frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (IMFCC), and neural net-
work embedding [19,26–29]. In some mechanisms, the above-mentioned features
are used in combination with source features such as epochs, peak to side lobe
ratio to obtain the complementary information that aids detection [18, 30, 31].
The conventional feature extraction is carried out in the frequency domain us-
ing filter banks to obtain the short-term sub band spectral features. Some DNN
based spoofing detection methods use these features to extract the network em-
beddings that serve as the feature for categorization [32].

Despite the information richness, the time domain is not considered generally
for countermeasure except in a few cases. These include the processing of incom-
ing speech signals in the time domain to separate out the temporal dependency
feature which is used in conjunction with the source features for detection [33],
temporal convolution for spoofing detection [30] and the usage of variation in
temporal distribution of amplitudes for genuine and spoofed speech for classifi-
cation. The statistical features of IA and IF derived using EMD are calculated
along time domain in [24] for spoofing detection. The raw speech waveform is
used as input in some DNN based spoofing detectors and this has been made
possible by using sinc filters [5, 34,35].

Rather than extracting features from either time or frequency domain, some
spoofing detection methods have used a combined approach [32, 35, 36]. Here
the spectral and temporal domains are combined either at feature level by com-
bining the features extracted form both domains or at score level by fusing the
individual scores of classifiers by using the features extracted from each domain
or by combining the intermediate feature representations of domains within the
detector model itself.

In all these spoofing detection approaches, the speech signal is considered
as whole without considering the level of impact on various types of segments
within a speech signal. That is how our work differs from others where the voiced
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and unvoiced segments of a speech signal is separately analyzed to quantify the
impact of spoofing on them and used that for spoofing detection.

8 Discussion

Further elaborating for the pooled EER and worst attack performance, we refer
the reader to [5]. The IA/IF-KNN system with the pre-processing stage, has
better pooled EER performance and better performance against the worst attack
than systems ResNet18-GAT-T, ResNet18-GAT-s, PC-DARTS, and RawNet2.
With the exception of Capsule Network, the other systems have better pooled
EER but worse performance on the worst attack than the worst attack (A17)
on IA/IF-KNN system with the pre-processing stage.

For the systems considered in this paper (LFCC+GMM and IA/IF+KNN),
in general the pooled results (t-DCF and EER) are roughly the same when
using the entire speech signal or with the pre-processing stage (voiced segments
and downsampled) where we note that with the pre-processing stage we use
approximately 1/4 of the signal samples. We measured execution time for our
implmentations of the LFCC+GMM and IA/IF+KNN baseline systems and
compared to the systems with the proposed pre-processing stage. We find that,
including the overhead for the voiced/unvoiced detector, execution times are
reduced by 1.86%, 1.95% for the LFCC+GMM, IA/IF+KNN respectively when
using the pre-processing stage.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we present our observations that the largest spectral differences
between bonafide and spoofed speech, lie in the 0-4 kHz band of voiced speech
segments. Based on this observation, we propose a pre-processing stage which
subsamples voiced frames prior to spoofing detection. The application of the pro-
posed method to the LFCC+GMM and IA/IF+KNN systems reduces the input
speech data while maintaining similar pooled EER as that for the baseline sys-
tems. Furthermore, our results show substantial improvements in the detection
accuracy by both the systems for A17 voice conversion attack and in the A18 and
A19 voice conversion attacks for the IA/IF+KNN system. The ASVspoof 2019
A17 voice conversion attack is recognized to have one of the highest spoofing
capabilities and has the worst EER for most of the top performing spoofing de-
tectors. We note that the proposed pre-processing stage reduces the speech data
by approximately a factor of 4, due to subsampling and using only voiced frames,
which may be important for resource-constrained spoofing detectors. Although
only two systems were considered, this pre-processing stage may be beneficial to
other systems as well.
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